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Credit where credit’s due

This lecture is heavily based on ”Geometric Deep Learning: Grids, Groups, Graphs, Geodesics,
and Gauges” by Michael Bronstein, Joan Bruna, Taco Cohen, and Petar Veličković.
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Machine learning as function approximation

Machine learning can be viewed as an instance of function approximation.

Given training data (xi , yi ) ∈ Rd × R such that yi = f (xi ), we seek to approximate f .

For example, f could be a binary classifier: f (xi ) ∈ [0, 1].

What does it mean to approximate f ?
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Machine learning as function approximation

One potential desideratum: We’d like our estimated f̂ to interpolate the training data

f̂ (xi ) = yi ∀i

On its own, this problem is horrifically ill-posed. (Even if we restrict ourselves to e.g.
continuous functions.)

Infinitely many functions can interpolate the training data!
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Machine learning as function approximation

Source: John D. Cook
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Machine learning as function approximation

Classical approaches to resolving ill-posedness:

• Heavily restrict the class of approximants F (Example: Linear regression.)
• True f typically no longer in F .
• There might not be any f ∈ F that can interpolate the training data.

• Minimize some measure of function complexity over set of interpolants in some function
space. (Example: Kernel methods.)

• Find the ”smoothest” interpolant in some function space F .
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Machine learning as function approximation

Choosing an overly-small class of approximants may lead to an insufficiently expressive model.
(A linear model is almost always misspecified in practice!)

But a smoothness prior is often insufficient to ensure good generalization.
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Machine learning as function approximation

There’s a trade-off between the expressivity of our model and the error incurred by
approximating f from our training data. (The approximation-estimation trade-off.)

This error arising from approximating f from training samples may be large for
high-dimensional data!
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Machine learning as function approximation

The class of K -Lipschitz functions is large, but suffers from the curse of dimensionality.

Need Θ(ϵ−d) training samples to approximate f ∈ Lip(K ) with error ϵ.

Source: Bronstein et al.
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Machine learning as function approximation

On the other hand, a linear model is typically misspecified in practice.

But: If it’s correctly specified (and the training data is noiseless) then we need just d (xi , yi )
pairs with the xi linearly independent to learn f : Rd → R perfectly!
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An alternative approach

Since 2012, most successful architectures for computer vision tasks have employed
convolutional layers as feature extractors.

Convolutional layers are translation-equivariant: If τa represents translation by a and c is a
convolution kernel, then c ∗ (τax) = τa(c ∗ x).

It’s been conjectured that this equivariance property plays an important role in the
generalization properties of convolutional architectures.
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An alternative approach

Why is it plausible that equivariance improves generalization?

Suppose we have e.g. two images x1, x2 that are semantically equivalent.

A feature extractor should map them to nearby points in feature space so that they’re assigned
to the same class downstream.
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An alternative approach

Translating the two images by a yields τax1 and τax2.

The translated images are still semantically equivalent: The feature extractor should continue
to map them to nearby points in feature space!

Translation equivariance ensures that this occurs: The image representations are also
translated by τa and are still nearby in feature space.
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An alternative approach?

Are there other successful architectures that exhibit similar properties with respect to certain
transformations?

Yes!
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Definitions

We’ll call a function f : X → X equivariant to some transformation T : X → X if
f (T (x)) = T (f (x)) for all x ∈ X .

Source: Christian Wolf
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Definitions

On the other hand, f : X → R is invariant to some transformation T : X → X if
f (T (x)) = f (x) for all x ∈ X .

Source: Sungtae An
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Equivariant architectures

Graph neural networks (GNNs) typically exhibit permutation equivariance in their aggregation
layers.

Desirable property since node ordering in graphs is arbitrary!
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Equivariant architectures

Simple example demonstrating permutation equivariance of the basic GCN aggregator.

1 2 3 4

Line graph: Each node carries a vector of features hi , i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
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Equivariant architectures

1 2 3 4

Basic GCN aggregator computes new features as follows:

h′i =
∑

j∈N(i)∪{i}

hj

So concretely, the updated features look like:

H ′ =


h1 + h2

h1 + h2 + h3
h2 + h3 + h4

h3 + h4

 =


h′1
h′2
h′3
h′4
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Equivariant architectures

Now cyclically permute the nodes:

2 3 4 1

We’d like H ′ to be permuted in the same way. Recall:

h̃′i =
∑

j∈N(i)∪{i}

h̃j

So the new updated features look like:

H̃ ′ =


h̃4 + h̃1
h̃2 + h̃3

h̃2 + h̃3 + h̃4
h̃3 + h̃4 + h̃1

 ?
=


h′4
h′1
h′2
h′3
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Invariant architectures

Gated RNNs are invariant to time warping.

We’ll show later that any RNN-type model that’s invariant to time warping must be a gated
RNN!
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Many more examples

• Spherical CNN (Cohen et al. 2018)

• MeshCNN (Hanocka et al. 2018)

• Deep Sets (Zaheer et al. 2017)

• Transformers (Vaswani et al. 2017)

Source: Bronstein et al.
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More geometric priors

Equivariance and invariance aren’t the only geometric priors that successful architectures
implement.

Many architectures also leverage scale separation properties of the data.
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Scale separation

Many domains can be coarsened while preserving the semantics of typical signals defined on
them.

Example: Coarsening a natural image defined on a pixel grid often preserves its semantics.

Source: Bronstein et al.
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Scale separation

Formally: We say that a function f : X → R is locally stable at scale j if f ∼= fj ◦ Pj .

• Pj is a coarsening operator

• fj is a function acting on the coarsened signal

CNNs leverage scale separation via local pooling layers.
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A new design principle

We can view equivariance/invariance and scale separation as a set of common design principles
for deep learning architectures.

Directly leverage the geometry of the domain and signals defined on it to constrain our
hypothesis class.

Leads to stronger inductive biases than basic smoothness assumptions.
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Blueprint for geometric deep learning

Suppose that our data lives in X and let T : X → X be a transformation of the data domain.

Building blocks:

• B is a linear function that’s equivariant to T .

• σ is an elementwise nonlinearity.

• P is a coarsening (pooling) operator.

• A is a T -invariant function.

Parametrize f as a composition of the form:

f = A ◦ σJ ◦ BJ ◦ PJ−1 ◦ · · · ◦ P1 ◦ σ1 ◦ B1
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Blueprint for geometric deep learning

f = A ◦ σJ ◦ BJ ◦ PJ−1 ◦ · · · ◦ P1 ◦ σ1 ◦ B1

In CNNs:

• Bj are translation-equivariant convolutional layers.

• σj are e.g. ReLU nonlinearities.

• Pj are local pooling layers.

• A is occasionally a global pooling layer.
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Blueprint for geometric deep learning

f = A ◦ σJ ◦ BJ ◦ PJ−1 ◦ · · · ◦ P1 ◦ σ1 ◦ B1

In GNNs:

• Bj are permutation-equivariant neighbourhood aggregators.

• σj are e.g. ReLU nonlinearities.

• Typically no coarsening operations Pj .

• When solving graph regression tasks, A is a global average operation.
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Blueprint for geometric deep learning

This is a constructive procedure for constructing new architectures.

Can design new architectures directly from these geometrically-informed desiderata.
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Time warping

For example, LSTMs (more generally, gated RNNs) are invariant to time warping.

Suppose we have a continuous-time signal z(t). We call z ◦ τ a time warping of z if τ is a
differentiable and monotone increasing mapping between times.

A class of models (e.g. gated RNNs) are invariant to time warping if for any model m and
warping function τ there exists another model m′ in the class that processes a warped signal
z ◦ τ in the same way that m processes z .
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Time warping

Source: Bronstein et al.
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A constructive procedure

We can show that any RNN architecture that’s invariant to time warping must be of the same
form as an LSTM!

By starting with a simple geometric desideratum, we can derive what the resulting architecture
has to look like!
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Worked example

What are we trying to show?

An RNN maps a discrete sequence zt to a hidden sequence ht by starting from some initial
hidden state h0 and recursively applying a learned update function to hidden states ht and
input states zt :

ht+1 = R(zt+1, ht) = σ(Wihzt+1 + bih +Whhht + bhh)
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Worked example

Suppose an RNN (defined by R) maps a sequence zt and an initial state h0 to a particular
sequence of hidden states ht .

We’d like to find another model in our class that maps a time warped sequence z̃t = zτ(t) to

the time warped sequence h̃t = hτ(t).

We’ll show that the form of the update function that computes h̃t+1 must include gates to
guarantee that we can find a model mapping z̃t to h̃t .
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Worked example

Let’s assume that the observed discrete sequence zt consists of samples from a continuous
signal z(t) taken at integer times, so that zt = z(t) for t = 1, 2, ....

Also assume that the RNN’s hidden states ht are samples from some continuous hidden signal
h(t) in the same way.

Source: Wikipedia
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Worked example

First-order Taylor expansion:

h(t + 1) ∼= h(t) +
dh(t)

dt

Since h(t + 1) = ht+1 = R(zt+1, ht) where R is the RNN update function, we have:

dh(t)

dt
∼= R(zt+1, ht)− ht
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Worked example

Applying the chain rule:

dh(τ(t))

dt
∼=

dτ(t)

dt
R(zt+1, ht)−

dτ(t)

dt
ht

Since τ is unknown a priori, its time derivative dτ(t)
dt is unknown too!

Needs to be learnable from the data.
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Worked example

Let’s now derive the form that the time warped hidden sequence h̃t ’s update should take.

Again using a first-order Taylor expansion:

h̃(t + 1) ∼= h̃(t) +
dh̃(t)

dt
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Worked example

h̃(t + 1) ∼= h̃(t) +
dh̃(t)

dt

But we’ve already worked out an expression for dh̃(t)
dt = dh(τ(t))

dt , so we actually have:

h̃t+1
∼= h̃t +

dτ(t)

dt
R(z̃t+1, h̃t)−

dτ(t)

dt
h̃t

Rearranging:

h̃t+1
∼=

dτ(t)

dt
R(z̃t+1, h̃t) + (1− dτ(t)

dt
)h̃t
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Worked example

h̃t+1
∼=

dτ(t)

dt
R(z̃t+1, h̃t) + (1− dτ(t)

dt
)h̃t

Suppose we learn dτ(t)
dt from z̃t+1 and h̃t . Call this function Γ(z̃t+1, h̃t).

We should have Γ > 0 due to the monotonicity assumption on τ .

Also should have Γ bounded above to exclude arbitrary downsampling of the original signal.
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Worked example

If we choose the parametrization Γ(z̃t+1, h̃t) = σ(WΓz̃t+1 + UΓh̃t + bt), we exactly recover the
LSTM gating equations!

From this perspective, the point of LSTM gates is to model dτ(t)
dt .

Long-range dependencies in a sequence can arise from the time warping of a sequence with
only short-range dependencies.

Heuristic explanation for why gated RNNs are better-able to model long-range dependence in
sequence!
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Recent applications

Let’s highlight some of the exciting recent applications of geometric deep learning!
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Pharmaceuticals

Drug design is an extremely expensive process!

Search space of synthesizable molecules is very large – size on the order of 1060.

Molecular features should incorporate equivariance to e.g. translation and rotation.

Translating or rotating a molecule doesn’t change its chemical properties!
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Pharmaceuticals

Can use GDL to extract features from molecules and predict whether they have the
sought-after property (e.g. inhibiting bacterial growth).

Impressive positive result: ”A Deep Learning Approach to Drug Discovery” by Stokes et al.
successfully discovered a new antibiotic called halicin!

Used a directed message-passing neural net to predict whether a molecule inhibits growth of E.
coli.
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Protein interaction prediction

Protein-protein interactions typically involve surface structure and don’t depend strongly on
internal structure.

So model a protein as a molecular surface and discretize as a mesh.

Source: Sverrisson et al.
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Protein interaction prediction

Sverrisson et al.’s dMaSIF implements a geometric deep learning architecture for predicting
binding sites on proteins.

Takes atomic point clouds as input and computes the protein surface on the fly.

Then computes geometric and chemical features and approximates geodesic convolution on
the surface to generate new features on the surface.
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Detecting misinformation on social networks

Fabula AI: Founded by Michael and colleagues; acquired by Twitter in 2019.

Developed a GCN-based method for predicting whether a URL contains misinformation from
the Twitter cascades it generates.

Twitter cascade: Tree generated by source tweet referencing URL and all of its retweets.

Source: Monti et al.
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Useful references

”Geometric Deep Learning: Grids, Groups, Graphs, Geodesics, and Gauges” by Michael
Bronstein, Joan Bruna, Taco Cohen, and Petar Veličković is probably the most comprehensive
introduction to GDL out there.

Also check out Michael’s ICLR keynote: ”Geometric Deep Learning: The Erlangen Programme
of ML”!
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